A   LIVERPOOL   MAECENAS
early days at the old original Bodley Head and see what
ghosts I can conjure up from the shadows.    No source
remains   to   me   but   my   memory.    Lane,   Mathews,
Chapman,  all  have  departed and there  is  no  one to
whom  I  can refer.    After  Le  Gallienne's  Volumes in
Folio I am not sure what followed, but I think it was
The Sonnet in England by James Ashcroft Noble, who
was a patron and practitioner of Letters in Liverpool, a
none too wealthy Maecenas who helped and encouraged
budding authors.    What was inside that volume I do
not now remember, though I am prepared to swear it
was excellent, for the author was a conscientious writer
and a frequent contributor to the Athene um*     If, how-
ever, I have forgotten its contents, the appearance of
the book lives in my memory plainly enough.     It was
bound in a cinnamon-brown cloth, and had a gilt lyre
on the cover.    Ashcroft Noble, if I am not deceived,
was in those days an elderly man of rather stately aspect
with a patriarchal beard.   His daughter, Helen, married
Edward Thomas, the poet and essayist, whose brilliant
career  was   cut  short  by  the   War.     Helen   Thomas
herself has  written  two   books   of vivid   reminiscence
which  have  attracted  wide  attention.     She  has  some
interesting memories to record concerning some young
Liverpudlians who were destined to achieve fame in the
Nineties.    William   Watson,   she   says,   had   a   lively
consciousness  of what  he  conceived   to   be  his  high
mission as a bard.    She describes his fine, handsome
features, his  delicate aquiline nose,  and tells  how he
would stride up and down her father's study, reading
alternately passages from Milton and The Prince's Quest
as if to invite comparison between them.
But it was Le Gallienne who made the most striking
impression upon her.    His father, a brewer, had told
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